Open Call for Presenters!
Department of Family Medicine Faculty Retreat
Fairmont, Montebello – January 14-15, 2022

The planning for the 2022 Faculty Retreat at the Fairmont Hotel Montebello on Friday, January 14 and Saturday, January 15, 2022 is underway! This year our theme is “Destination: Family Medicine”

We are looking for faculty members like YOU to present at this year’s retreat!

1. Tell us what you would like to teach! Please provide 100-150 words about what topic you would like to cover in your presentation/workshop, identify your area of focus, and who you would like to present with.

2. Plan for a one hour interactive, practical workshop on topics that compliment the overall theme such as:
   - Bringing the magic! Innovative teaching strategies
   - Wellness, Supporting our people, Building Engagement
   - Tips for starting or growing a program of Innovation/Research
   - Living our social accountability mandate, building collaborations

3. Faculty members who are interested in presenting are asked to submit their final presentation proposal to Andrea Rawley: fadfm@uottawa.ca OR submit your proposal online by clicking on this link: https://forms.gle/7o19ZbX598U2cTyU7

   The deadline to submit presentation proposals is November 19, 2021.

   Presenter submission online form:

   ![QR Code](QR_CODE_IMAGE)

   Questions? Contact Andrea Rawley at fadfm@uOttawa.ca